Abstract : Most of the System-on-Chip (SoC) 
Introduction
Nowadays, the area occupied by embedded memories in System-on-Chip (SoC) is over 90%, and expected to rise up to 94% by 2015. As those memories are very tightly integrated with large number of transistors causes 90% of overall faults in system on chips Thus, they concentrate the large majority of defects. In addition, with aggressive nanometer scaling, defect types are becoming more complex and diverse and may escape detection during fabrication test. If they are not treated adequately, the above trends will increase defect level, affect circuit quality dramatically and impact reliability, as undetected fabrication faults will be manifested as field failures. To cope with, the ability to guaranty a high quality test should be integrated in memory BIST, which is the mainstream test technology for embedded memories. Memory BIST generators can integrate a limited set of test algorithms (see for instance [1] [2] [3] ). Thus, only the test algorithms selected during the design phase can be used after fabrication. However, fixing the memory test algorithms during the design phase is not a good strategy as unexpected failures may be discovered after production. Also, integrating pre-emotively a large number of test algorithms in the BIST generator will result in large area cost. Thus, programmable memory BIST enabling selecting the memory, y test stimuli in silicon and testing the memory for a wide variety of faults is becoming mandatory. This flexibility has to be achieved at low area cost, to make the approach attractive for real products. Also, the flexibility offered by programmable BIST is highly important for thorough screening inspection, failure analysis of customer returns, debug of a new fabrication process or a new memory design, and production ramp-up, since the most challenging issue in these processes is to detect and/or diagnose unexpected failures.
There are three memory test stimuli components: the test algorithm determining the operations performed in each memory cell and the instances they performed; the data used in these operations; and the sequence in which the memory addresses are visited by the test algorithm. Previous work comprises programmable BIST enabling test algorithm programmability [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] and data programmability [7] [9], but no previous work exist concerning address sequence programmability. In the present paper we extend programmable BIST to incorporated address sequence programmability in addition to test algorithm programmability and test data programmability. Thus, all the components of memory test stimuli could be programmed in silicon, enabling testing unexpected failures during fabrication go/no go test, as well as comprehensive testing and diagnosis during failure analysis of customer returns; debug of new fabrication process or new memory design; and production ramp-up. The main challenge when implementing complete programmability of the address sequence used concerns the large amount of data that have to be programmed (here the complete memory address space) and the associated high hardware cost. We resolve this problem by adapting the transparent BIST scheme [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] in a way enabling storing the address sequence in the memory under test and using it for testing the memory.
II. Fault Models, Test Algorithms
A fault model is a systematic and precise representation of physical faults in a form suitable for simulation and test generation [11] . Applying the reduced functional model, SRAM faults can be classified as follows:
1 The defects of fault models can be referred in [12] , an efficient memory test should provide the best fault coverage in shortest time [13] .March tests have the advantage of shortest test time with good fault coverage. There are many March tests such as March C, March C-, March C+, March 3 and so on. Table . 1 compares the test length, complexity and fault coverage of them. "n" stands for the capacity of memory. 
III. BISR Strategy with Redundancy Architecture:
SRAM BISR strategy is flexible. The SRAM users can decide whether to use it by setting a signal. So the redundancy of the SRAM is designed to be selectable. In another word, some normal words in SRAM can be selected as redundancy if the SRAM needs to repair itself. We call these words Normal-Redundant words to distinguish them from the real normal ones. Figure 1 Architecture of redundancy in SRAM We take a 64 × 4 SRAM for example, as shown in Figure 1 . There are 60 normal words and 4 NormalRedundant words. When the BISR is used, the Normal-Redundant words are accessed as normal ones. Otherwise, the Normal-Redundant words can only be accessed when there are faults in normal words. In this case, the SRAM can only offer capacity of 60 words to users. This should be referred in SRAM manual in details. This kind of selectable redundancy architecture can save area and increase efficiency. After BISR is applied, other modules in SRAM can remain unchanged. Thus the selectable redundancy won't bring any problem to SRAM compiler.
IV. Programmable Memory BIST
Work on most of programmable memory BIST approaches concerns the programmability of the memory test algorithm. [4] [5] [6] , [8] . The programmable memory BIST proposed in [7] has several advantages. It enables programming both test algorithms and test data. It implements test algorithm programmability at low cost, by extracting the different levels of hierarchy of the test algorithm and associating a hardware bloc to each of them, resulting on low cost hardware. It enables low-cost implementation of full-data Programmability by adapting the transparent memory test approach [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] in a manner that uses the memory under test for programming the test data. As stated in the introduction, the aim of this paper is to extent the above programmable BIST scheme to enable programming the address sequence, thus enabling programmability of all components of memory test: test algorithm; test data; address sequence. The architecture for programming march test algorithms proposed in [7] (and implemented and evaluated in [8] ). This architecture uses an Instruction Register specifying the current match test sequence by means of several fields indicating: the number of operations (NO) performed by the current march sequence; the order Up or Down (U/D) in which the address counter is used; the address mode like fast-X, fast-Y, fast-D (@mode); several operation fields (O1, O2,  Om-1), each determining one of the operations used by the march sequence (usually read and write, but other operations like read-modify-write, no operation, etc are also supported if necessary); the value of the memory word (DATA) to be used during the march sequence (fewer bits that the actual memory word can be used and expended by the BIST circuitry to create the full word); one data polarity bit for each operation field (P1, P2,  Pm-1), specifying if the corresponding operation uses the data word in its direct or complemented form; a wait bit (W) forcing all the operations of the march sequence to the non-operation (idle) mode, in order to implement a retention test; a bit (TE) set to 1 only at the last instruction of the test algorithm to indicate that the test finishes at the end of the current march sequence. They enable a very compact implementation resulting on low-cost programmable BIST allowing selecting in silicon any march test algorithm at will, provided that its longest march sequence can be supported by the number of Operation fields and Polarity bits of the Instruction Register, selected during the design phase. As this size only impacts the size of the Instruction Register (linearly), the size of the Control MUX (linearly) and the size of the Cycles Counter (logarithmically), selecting a large number of operations will slightly affect the BIST area and can be done comfortably, to cover any march test algorithm of realistic length. March test algorithms are powerful and can be designed to test a wide range of static and dynamic memory fault models.
V. Transparent BIST Approach:
In this section we present a scheme enabling programming the address sequence used by March test algorithms without any limitations (i.e. any address sequence can be programmed in silicon). Enabling programming at will the full address space would require an auxiliary memory of large capacity for storing any memory address sequence selected after fabrication. We observe that the number of addresses of the auxiliary memory is the same as the number of addresses of the memory under test. Based to this observation, we eliminate the auxiliary memory and instead we use the memory under test to store the desired address sequence. We store it in a manner that allows producing the desired address sequence during the March tests. We adopt the transparent BIST approach in order to preserve the stored address sequence during testing.
VI. Simulation Result and Conclusion:
In this paper we extent previous programmable memory BIST architecture to enable programmability of all three components of memory test stimuli (test algorithm, data background, and address sequencing). It enables testing unexpected failures during fabrication go/no go test, as well as comprehensive test and diagnosis during failure analysis of customer returns; debug of new fabrication process or new memory design; and production ramp-up.
Fig: 3 simulated output of proposed MBIST As these benefits are obtained at low area cost, the proposed memory BIST becomes highly attractive not only for test chips dedicated to new memory and/or process debug but also for integrating it into final products. The proposed BIA (built in analyzer) was simulated with ModelSim PE student version using Verilog is shown in Fig: 3 .
